
The Subjunctive 

The simple form of the subjunctive is the base of the verb. The simple form of the verb to 

go is go.  

1. Verbs Followed by the Subjunctive 

The Subjunctive is used after the following verbs: 

advise (that),  ask (that),  command (that),  demand (that),  desire (that), insist (that),   

propose (that),  recommend (that),  request (that),  suggest (that),  urge (that) 

Examples: 

 Dr. Smith asked that Mark submit his research paper before the end of the month. 

 Donna requested Frank come to the party. 

 The teacher insists that her students be on time. 

2. Expressions Followed by the Subjunctive 

The Subjunctive is used after the following expressions: 

It is (best/crucial/desirable/essential/imperative/important/recommended/urgent/vital/a 

good idea/a bad idea (that) 

Examples: 

 It is crucial that you be there before Tom arrives. 

 It is important she attend the meeting. 

 It is recommended that he take a gallon of water with him if he wants to hike to 

the bottom of the Grand Canyon. 

3. Expressions which have to be learned as wholes:  

          Come what may, we will go ahead.  

          God save the Queen! 

          Suffice it to say, that the cat did not enjoy her bath.  

          Be that as it may, I still cannot help you. 

          What would you do financially if, heaven forbid, your husband died? 

4. The subjunctive were is used after if, as if, wish and suppose. The subjunctive were does 

not change according to person (I, you, he etc).  

 

 



        Formal with were      Informal with was 

I would go if I were younger. I would go if I was younger. 

If he were not so mean, he would 

buy one. 
If he wasn't so mean, he would buy one. 

I'd tell her if I were you. 
We do not normally say "if I was you" even in 

colloquial language. 

It's not as if I were ugly. It's not as if I was ugly. 

She acts as if she were the Queen. She acts as if she was the Queen. 

I wish I weren't so slow! I wish I wasn't so slow! 

I wish the computer were working. I wish the computer was working. 

Suppose she were here. What 

would you say? 
Suppose she was here. What would you say? 

 


